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the first is a remake of the original demo disc that featured the first two chapters of the game,
playstation vr demo disc 1. the newest version is the most complete version of the demo, with a few
minor changes and a couple of new features. the only major change to the first disc version was a
change in the theme music. the first disc featured the twilight zone theme, while the second disc
features the outer limits theme that was used in the regular version of the game. the second disc
also features a new version of the game the elysium. the game is set in a post-apocalyptic setting
where people live in luxury, but what happens when it goes wrong? it features a new set of loading
and cut scenes, as well as a new voiceover from simon pegg. sony also announced the first official

release of playstation vr demo disc 2. the demo disc will be available for free on the playstation store
starting december 15, and features 13 demos. the demos are: the download will be free for existing
psvr owners, and will cost you $20 for the new psvr headset. if youre using an older headset, youll

need to pick up the playstation vr demo disc 1 if you want to try the new demos. the psvr demo discs
are the perfect way for those who already own a psvr to experience the psvr launch in the best way.
its full of classic titles such as hotline miami, gravity ghost, and firewall zero hour. you can also try
the new demo discs such as resident evil 7, moss, and more. if you have psvr and a copy of hotline
miami, then youre all set. if you havent got psvr yet, or you want to be absolutely sure you get your
hands on hotline miami, well, theres no better way to do it. the psvr demo discs are a great way to
get into the vr world of old school ps1 games, and its good that sony made it possible for us all to

experience the classics.
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